Changing your PF320PTEX Grip Module

Prior to removing the slide, ensure the pistol is unloaded, and the magazine is removed.

Disassembly

1. Remove the slide. You do not need to disassemble the barrel, recoil spring, and recoil spring guide.

2. Remove the takedown lever (Turn and pull simultaneously).
3. Push the fire control assembly forward.

4. Pull up on the receiver rails, and then rotate the fire control assembly up.
Assembly

1. Insert the fire control assembly locking tab into the mating slot inside the rear of the grip module. For some trigger designs, it is easier to guide the trigger shoe through its slot first, then to bring the rear locking tab down and back into its slot.

2. Press down on the receiver rails and pivot the fire control assembly into position.
3. Insert the takedown lever (turn and push simultaneously) through the corresponding hole on the left side of the grip module/frame assembly, locking the fire control assembly in place.

4. Assemble the pistol